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**ABSTRACT**

We are witnessing an exciting revival of interest in recursive Datalog queries in a variety of emerging application domains such as data integration, information extraction, networking, program analysis, security, and cloud computing. This tutorial briefly reviews the Datalog language and recursive query processing and optimization techniques, then discusses applications of Datalog in three application domains: data integration, declarative networking, and program analysis. Throughout the tutorial, we use LogicBlox, a commercial Datalog engine for enterprise software systems, to allow the audience to walk through code examples presented in the tutorial.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mainstream interest in Datalog in the database systems community flourished in the eighties and early nineties, but a perceived lack of compelling applications at the time [39] ultimately forced Datalog research into a long dormancy. In recent years, however, Datalog has suddenly re-emerged at the center of a wide range of new applications, including data integration [26, 17, 22], declarative networking [29, 28, 27], program analysis [13], information extraction [19, 38], network monitoring [5], security [31, 25], and cloud computing [7]. A common thread across these systems is the use of the Datalog language as a higher level abstraction for querying graphs and relational structures, efficient recursive query execution and incremental view maintenance techniques based on the relational model, and formal reasoning and analysis. Each application domain takes the core Datalog language and then further customizes and extends the core language and implementation techniques to meet its particular needs.

As the list of applications above indicates, interest today in Datalog extends well beyond the core database community. Indeed, the successful Datalog 2.0 Workshop held in March 2010 at Oxford University attracted over 100 attendees from a wide range of areas (including databases, programming languages, verification, security, and AI). Moreover, there has also been a surprising resurgence in commercial interest in Datalog, led by startups such as Lixto [19] (information extraction), LogicBlox [3] (enterprise decision automation) and Semmle [4] (program analysis).

We feel that the time is right for a “re-introduction” of the mainstream database systems community to Datalog, as seen through the lens of these recent developments. The tutorial first briefly reviews the Datalog language and recursive query processing and optimization techniques, covering the basics but emphasizing features and techniques beyond “classical” Datalog which are vital for practical applications. The tutorial will focus on discussing three applications of Datalog in emerging domains from the list above: data integration and exchange, declarative networking, and program analysis. We also include a case study of the LogicBlox system.

Compared to prior surveys [10, 14, 36] and textbook presentations [6, 12, 40], we can present our material from the perspective of modern, practical applications and commercial systems, several of which have significantly more mature and complete Datalog implementations (including optimizations) compared to the state-of-the-art of a decade ago. This tutorial accompanies our own survey paper of Datalog from a modern perspective [21].

A unique feature of the tutorial is its interactive nature: we plan to distribute software and academic licenses of the LogicBlox system, along with Datalog programs corresponding to the examples used throughout the tutorial.

2. REVIEW OF FOUNDATIONS

The tutorial will begin with a brief review of the foundations of Datalog, with a focus on language and semantics, query processing, and optimizations. Given the scope of the topics covered, we will necessarily assume prior familiarity with the basics of Datalog, and will cover the foundational
material at a brisk pace. In addition, we limit the scope of the presentation by focusing on key aspects that are useful in today’s practical systems.

Throughout, the presentation will include running examples that can be executed interactively by participants using LogicBlox. We briefly touch upon language extensions, but defer the bulk of the discussion to the second half of the tutorial, when we discuss extensions in the context of their motivating applications.

3. APPLICATIONS AND SYSTEMS

The bulk of the tutorial will focus on emerging Datalog-based applications and systems. We present three representative application domains: data integration, declarative networking, and program analysis. In each domain, we highlight language extensions, runtime considerations, and use cases. We also survey advanced features of academic and commercial systems.

3.1 Data Integration

BROADLY SPEAKING, THE GOAL OF DATA INTEGRATION [26] IS TO PROVIDE MECHANISMS FOR TYPING TOGETHER COLLECTIONS OF DATABASES WITH HETEROGENEOUS SCHEMAS, SEMANTIC MISMATCHES, AND VARYING CAPABILITIES SO THAT THEY CAN BE ACCESSED AND USED AS AN INTEGRATED UNIT. IN THE CLASSICAL DATA INTEGRATION SCENARIO, WE ARE GIVEN A SOURCE DATABASE SCHEMA (OR SCHEMAS), A TARGET SCHEMA, A COLLECTION OF SCHEMA MAPPINGS RELATING SOURCE AND TARGET SCHEMAS, AND A SOURCE DATABASE INSTANCE (OR INSTANCES). IN VIRTUAL DATA INTEGRATION [18], WE ARE ALSO GIVEN A QUERY OVER THE TARGET SCHEMA.

The goal is to reformulate the query so that it can be answered over the source databases. In data exchange [17], the goal is to compute a target database instance so that queries over the target schema can be answered directly.

Schema mappings are typically specified using tuple generating dependencies [11]. These are logical constraints that correspond very naturally to Datalog rules, provided we enrich Datalog with Skolem terms to play the role of existentially-quantified variables in schema mappings. Both virtual and materialized data integration then become just special cases of Datalog query evaluation. However, a significant issue in this extension is that termination is no longer guaranteed. A variety of syntactic restrictions guaranteeing termination in PTIME have been proposed. We present one such notion called weak acyclicity [16, 17].

3.2 Declarative Networking

DECLARATIVE NETWORKING IS BASED ON THE OBSERVATION THAT RECURSIVE QUERIES ARE A NATURAL FIT FOR EXPRESSING NETWORK PROTOCOLS, WHICH THEMSELVES ARE BASED ON RECURSIVE RELATIONS AMONG NODES IN THE NETWORK. INTUITIVELY, ONE CAN VIEW THE FORWARDING TABLES GENERATED BY NETWORK PROTOCOLS AS THE OUTPUT OF DISTRIBUTED RECURSIVE QUERIES OVER CHANGING INPUT NETWORK STATE (NETWORK LINKS, NODES, OPERATOR POLICIES, ETC.), AND THE QUERY RESULTS NEED TO BE KEPT CONSISTENT WITH THE CHANGING NETWORK STATE.

Using a few representative routing protocol examples, we will describe the Network Datalog [27] language used in declarative networking. In comparison to traditional Datalog, Network Datalog is enhanced to capture typical network realities including distribution, link-layer constraints on communication (and hence deduction), and soft-state semantics.

We also present the pipelined semi-naive evaluation [27] strategy, which relaxes semi-naive’s requirement of synchronized “lock-step” iterations, and enables query evaluation to work much more efficiently in an asynchronous distributed setting. Finally, we introduce a provenance-based approach [32] for incremental recursive maintenance that needs far less bandwidth than DRed in a distributed setting.

3.3 Program Analysis

PROGRAM ANALYSIS COVERS A BROAD RANGE OF ANALYSES, FROM DATA-FLOW AND CONTROL-FLOW, TO POINTER ANALYSIS, TO STATIC CODE STRUCTURE. THE RESULTS OF THESE ANALYSES ARE USED FOR OPTIMIZATION, BUG DISCOVERY, ENFORCEMENT OF CODING STANDARDS, ETC. PROGRAM ANALYSIS ARE HIGHLY RECURSIVE IN NATURE, MAKING DATALOG A NATURAL FIT. FOR INSTANCE, IN POINTS-TO-ANALYSIS, THE HEAP LOCATIONS POINTED TO BY A VARIABLE ARE THE UNION OF ITS DIRECT HEAP ALLOCATIONS ASSIGNMENTS WITH THE LOCATIONS POINTED TO BY ITS ALIASES.

We discuss two recent tools, QL [23] and Doop [13]. We show that Datalog can be effectively used to describe at a high level otherwise complex algorithms. We also show that non-trivial (e.g. non-linear) recursion is necessary in program analysis. Furthermore, we show that a Datalog implementation of pointer analysis (as in Doop) can outperform highly hand-tuned implementations in lower level imperative languages like Java.

3.4 Commercial and Academic Systems

We discuss two active commercial systems, LogicBlox [3] and Sennme [4], and conclude with a (partial) overview of (past and present) academic projects. We highlight their distinguishing features.

LogicBlox and Sennme each use novel, non-trivial type systems to catch likely programming errors and aid query optimization [15]. Both systems support module mechanisms. LogicBlox additionally supports meta-programming, a reusability feature that has proven useful both within the company, and in areas such as security and distributed query processing [31]. LogicBlox also supports an update language, Skolem terms, user-defined functions, and integrity constraints.

We also review two important academic systems from the “classical age” of Datalog research. Coral [35] and LDL++ [9]. Each supports advanced forms of recursion through negation. Furthermore, LDL++ supports a syntax for user-defined aggregations such that, if they can be shown to be monotone, then their use in recursion is unrestricted. In addition to a module mechanism, LDL++ also implements a limited form of meta-programming. Finally, we highlight the ongoing BOOM project, based on a Datalog dialect called Dedalus [8]. Designed for distributed programming, a major novelty of Dedalus is its explicit representation of time.

4. OPEN ISSUES

We close the tutorial with a brief sampling of open challenges.

**Datalog evaluation on emerging architectures.** The end of Moore’s Law has stimulated the emergence of new computer architectures. GPUs and FPGAs are readily available in commodity hardware [2], and even on the cloud as...
services [1]. Techniques have been proposed for query processing using GPUs [20, 24] and FPGAs [34, 33]. However, little has been done to address the challenges of evaluating recursive queries on these new architectures.

Datalog as a general purpose programming language. Datalog has traditionally been viewed as a query processing language. Recently, however, Datalog has been used for general purpose computing, such as describing security protocols [31], or building the entire enterprise application stack. These new applications place interesting demands on both the expressiveness and performance of Datalog. Efficient implementations of advanced forms of recursion through negation [37], and explicit representations of time [30], remain to be demonstrated.

Extensions, safety, and complexity. Related to the last point, practical applications invariably require extensions to the core language, such as arithmetic or Skolem functions, but these extensions destroy Datalog’s attractive guarantees of \( \text{ptime} \) termination. This phenomenon has been examined in a number of papers, but our understanding remains far from complete. We point out some gaps in the literature and argue for a renewed push to close them.
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